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Eve Code Exotic and Code Nemesis Guide PKShotaImportant Notes: - This guide is still WIP, and any additional help/opinions or corrections of information will be evaluated.- Don't take this guide as your own. Plagiarism, of course, is very bad. If you have to show this to other people, then please credit me.- I worked on this guide not only with effort, but with my free time. Please give your thanks by adding
a reputation. What to expect from this guide: The Basics of Eve's Skills, and which to get to your preferences Useful tips This guide will not only focus on how to use Eva well, but will help you become experienced with the code Exoticand eventually code Nemesis.Sections:1: Eva: Other code - 1.1 Information - 1.2 Basic attacks and sequences - 1.3 Skills of another code2: The day before: Code Exotic - 2.1
Information - 2.2 Extra Basic Attacks and Sequences - 2.3 Code Exotic Skills 3: Eva: Code Nemesis - 3.1 Info - 3.2 Additional Basic Attacks and Sequences - 3.3 Code Nemesis' Skills4: Extra - 4.1 Tips and Special Tricks - 4.2 Combo Videos - 4.3 Skills Build Help - 4.4 Equipment Recommendations1: Eva: Another Code1.1 Who Eva? In the land of Elrios, there was a kingdom that succeeded in all areas of
technology, called Nasod. They were a powerful nation and did not pose any threat to people. However, as El Stone's power gradually waned, the Nasod nation soon lost power and others became corrupt. To prevent this catastrophe, Eva, the queen of Nasod, went to to save your life. Years passed, and Eva woke up as soon as el Stone's fragments entered her preservation, sending her away from deep
sleep. Unfortunately, the survivors of The Odod all turned out to be corrupt, others destroyed Elsword, with people trying to Back. However, Eve has not given up hope of reviving her kingdom. In order to regain her strength, she decided that the best choice was to get on the road with Elsword and his gang. After years of sleep, the first time a boy said they wanted to be her friend really touched her heart.
Eva may not look tough like the others, but she uses her forces of technique to take down enemy forces for her. Since Eva is the queen of Nasod, she can summon robots from her kingdom to help her in her battle whenever she wishes. Eva also uses Nasod Gears, which can turn into all sorts of weapons to defend themselves in combat, ranging from copies to explosives.1.2 Major attacks and sequences
you must first know that Kew and X are the main keys for each character. For Eva, it's a sequence for bashing her Nasod gear. Using X will have EVe to cause electronballs, slow but powerful electricity balls. 1.3 Skills of another codeWhat is skills? Skills are attacks that improve your character's game. For Eva, she uses a lot of skills related to calling Nasod robots on her command, and in the future,
commanding two strong and very loyal robots that remain on Eva's side. Note that there are different types of skills: active, special active, passive and buff skills. Active - Skills that occur immediately if not cancelled by the hit. Active skills are added to fast slots. Special Active - Skills that are just like assets, but the Elsword game adds an extreme epic to these types of skills. The character performs a
special skill that will soon freeze the area. During this, the cut in the art of the character slides while he/she shouts skill names. The skill is then performed. It's a lot of fun. Passive - Skills that modernize character, constantly. Passive skills are never added to fast slots. Buffs are skills that modernize a character, such as physical attack, magic attack and defense. They are like liabilities, however, they are
not permanent because they are used in fast slots. Because they are used in fast slots, they provide more power efficiency, however they cost mp and term. Now, please remember the following terms: PvE - Stands for Player Vs. Environment, Environment Meaning Monsters in Dungeon Areas. The term is used mainly if you are in a dungeon a lot. If you like to do a lot of dungeons rather than PvP, then
you build PvE. PvP - Performs for Player vs. Player. The term is obvious, but in case the term is used mainly if you prefer to fight other players more often than dungeons. Hybrid - This term is a combination of pvE and PvP.It will indicate the amount of SP that needs to be invested to access the next series. I'll be consistent that every skill is where it is in a row. As for skill recommendations, I'll be on how
many points you should invest in skills by dividing into builds. It's RECOMMENDED, not necessarily (well, except for a few). However, there will be times, times, You have the choice to choose which skills to put points, because of the SP investment limit. If you are having trouble remembering your way of investment craftsmanship, don't be afraid. There is a skills simulator for all the characters. Click on the
following link to head to CE Eva and CN Tree Skills. Skills Simulator CE / CNAll right, let's get started! (0) Line 1: Basic Magical Defense Training - Increase Magical Defense. One of the rules is to make craftsmanship build trees to never miss your liabilities if necessary. Follow this rule if I don't say not to. Here, follow the rule. PvE - 5/5 PvP - 5/5 Hybrid - 5/5 Illusion Strike - Call 8 Gears to strike
simultaneously. A decent starting skill. But leave it on Lv1. PvE - 1/5 PvP - 1/5 Hybrid - 1/5 Masking - Turn invisible for a certain period of time. This skill is great depending on how you use it. It has very little use in dungeons what it is, so there is no point in having it with you while the dungeon works. In PvP, however, this skill will allow you to sneak up on the players. While against experienced players, it is
possible that they can see you through check outlines, shadow, weapons glowing, etc. Another application for this skill is that, as Eva throws the disguise, you will be under super armor status for a while, allowing you to confront back if the enemy gets close to you. Skill Note: Waiting alone - gives 10 MP per second regeneration while in Cloaking, but increases coolness to 10 seconds. - Received from a
rare drop of a monster. A few useful note, but not really worth it unless you are an experienced Cloaking user. This only proves its value in PvP. PvE - 1/1 PvP - 1/1 Hybrid - 1/1 (5) Line 2: Basic Physical Protection Training - Increased Physical Protection. Follow the rule: don't miss this passive. It may not seem like much, but these little moments actually do a lot. PvE - 5/5 PvP - 5/5 Hybrid - 5/5 Measuring
Link - Call Nasod Scout on your side. One of Eva's fun skills on call. You call Nasod monster scout and he will attack enemies in his sight, even stun them. In dungeons, it has very little use. However, in PvP, it's good to have. Basically, while you're in a combo, Nasod Scout will be with you (if you're aroused before you combo). He will either stun the enemy with his attacks, or get combo'ed with you, and
when he is destroyed, he explodes and stops your opponent! The Nasod Scout on Lv5 will deal with some small bits of damage that will help in the long run, and will last longer so they can intercept an enemy from afar or explode if they hit the combo too. You don't have to have, it's not recommended, if don't know how to use this skill well. Skill Note: Continuous Called Attack - Nasod Scout no longer
knocks down when aroused and its attacks will have a smaller knockdown ratio, cool down increases by 5 seconds. - Received from Toma in Bethma. Experienced pvP players who use Dimension Link like this note. You can add it between combos, so that as you continue Your Nasod Scout will add its own damage and doesn't affect your knockdown speed very much. Don't worry about increasing cooling,
you shouldn't call scout too much. PvE - 0/5 PvP - 0/5 or 5/5 Hybrid - 0/5 or 5/5 (10) Line 3: Basic Magical Preparation - Increase Magical Attack. Premise: Basic Magic Defense Training What is the rule again? That's right! Don't miss this passive. PvE - 5/5 PvP - 5/5 Hybrid - 5/5 Illusionist Stinger - Transforming gear into a powerful spear, leaving a trail of electronic pulses. Very powerful skill. This is one of
Eva's best skills for her low level. This is very effective on big enemies, which includes most mini-bosses and some bosses, because of all the hits hitting them. It's also great for mobs. However, it's bad against small, human-sized enemies like Raven's 4-1 or Chloe's 5-2, so it doesn't depend on it too often. A must have at all costs. Skills Note: Modified Chaos Engine - Reduces MP consumption by 20 and
reduces blast range by 20%. - Received from a rare drop of a monster. This will allow you to use Illusion Stinger in an earlier time, plus, it will reduce your anxiety for smaller opponents, since you will be able to deal with more hits. PvE - 5/5 PvP - 5/5 Hybrid - 5/5 (15) Line 4: Aura Magic Accelerator - Increase the magical attack of the Allies in range and yourself. The useful positive effect that I recommend is
that you should try to max. Mainly, code Exotic / Nemesis main arsenal of attacks is magical damage, so it is a useful positive effect, also, as the Code Is Exotic, you get passive, which increases the length of the buffs, and like the Nemesis code, you get passive, which will increase the critical chance of speed and damage. PvE - 0/5 and 5 PvP - 0/5 - 5/5 Hybrid - 0/5 - 5/5 Base Strength Training - Increased
Physical Attack Damage. Premise: Basic physical training defense rule ... You know. PvE - 5/5 PvP - 5/5 Hybrid - 5/5 Measuring Link Blader - Call Nasod Blader to cut enemies several times and then fire the beam. Premise : Mastered Dimension Link Is another call skill. Nasod Blader (think 2nd boss of the cargo airship) comes in and makes a slash comb, and finishes with a laser. Cool but mediocre
damage. It is not recommended to take at all if you just want to have fun with it. PvE - 0/5 PvP - 0/5 Hybrid - 0/5 (20) Line 5: Aura Shield Accelerator - Increase the protection of allies in range and yourself. Not quite to be a positive effect. Defense momentum meh. If you can't fund yourself with very good armor to further increase your reduced damage, you have the option of missing out on this positive
effect. PvE - 0/5 - 5/5 PvP - 0/5 - 5/5 Hybrid - 0/5 - 5/5 (25) Line 6: Aura Energy Accelerator - Increase physical attack strength of allies in range and itself. Buff you consider adoption. However, you won't use physical attacks often as much as magical attacks, so if you like partying or doing PvP teams with physical players (like Lord Knight, Wind Sneaker, etc.), you have the opportunity to take that skill. PvE
- 0/5 and 5/5 PvP - 0/5 and 5/5 Hybrid - - 5/5 Camouflage Study - Increase the amount of cloaking time activated. More time to be invisible nice. At max Lv3, it's just an increase of 1.5 seconds, with a total of your invisibility time up to 4.5 seconds. Useful for experienced cloaking users. Don't worry if you're not going to PvP often or use it well. PvE - 0/3 PvP - 0/3 or 3/3 Hybrid - 0/3 or 3/3 (30) Line 7: Create a
Blackhole - Create a black hole to pull enemies and then cause it to blow up the case of extreme magical damage. I like this skill because it's like Rena's Wind Wall, except that it's shorter in duration, but much more absorbing the effect. It sucks up almost anything it can catch in range. PvP users can have teammates deal with quick damage as the black hole is open, or you can catch running players if you
use it at the right time. As for the dungeons, as they say, you collect mobs. Not only will enemies stuck in a black hole be repeatedly damaged before the explosion. This drastically reduces the damage from the explosion, but if you can make all the hits, it will do more than the usual version. Aside from the damage, you can do some fun glitches with this skill. I highly recommend this skill for beginners, it's
simple and does some great damage for their one or more hits. Skills Note: Black Hole Ver. 4.0 - Increases the black hole suction range by 30% and increases damage by 10%. - Received from a rare drop of a monster. This note about the skill further increases the power and potential of GBh. I absolutely love this skill and took a skill note, and found the suction increase range to be very significant. The
extra damage is very nice too. Recommended take if you don't have any other skill notes to use. PvE - 0/5 or 5/5 PvP - 0/5 or 5/5 Hybrid - 0/5 or 5/5 Dimension Link Guardian - Summon Guardian to shoot waves in both directions, dealing continuous hits of magical damage. Powerful, fast harmful skill. It will hit a somewhat long distance in both directions. Just like Stinger's Illusion, it's mediocre on petty
enemies, but it can clear mobs, and it's especially cool on wide bosses. It will have its best use in dungeons, don't worry using it in PvP. This can be easily avoided with platforms. PvE - 0/5 or 5/5 PvP - 0/5 Hybrid - 0/5 or 5/5 (35) Line 8: Mana - Conversion of some HP into MP. A useful skill, especially for Code Exotic/Nemesis. At times you may be in need of a quick MP for a certain skill you will have to use
it. Be careful though, it will deplete HP quickly if you use it too much. Recommended take if you have spare skill points. Skill Note: Bogus Contract - 30% chance of not taking HP with skills, but increases cooling to 8 seconds. - Received from Camilla, PvP NPC. Adds a chance not to take up your HP, which is really good. If you like to use this skill, feel free to take note. PvE - 0/3 or 3/3 PvP - 0/3 or 3/3
Hybrid - 0/3 or 3/3-And these are all beginners of Eva's work skills. When you reach level 15, you can start promotion to the quest:1. Clear 2-4 twice at any difficulty. 2. Collect 1 drop from Kira-Kira (Mini Boss) at 2-1 in very hard mode. 3. Clear 2-2 on hard mode or above (I) at least B rank. 4. Talk to Echo, the alchemist of Elder.And after that, you have two quests to choose from: Code Exotic and Code
Architecture. Obviously you had to choose Code Exotic.1. Collect 4 drops from bats at 2-2 at any difficulty.2 Collect 1 drops from Wally No.8 (Boss) at 2-5 on any difficulty. Collect 2 drops from Banthus (Boss) at 2-3 at any difficulty.3 Collect 1 drop from Little Soldiers in 2-3 at any difficulty. Collect 20 metal shards from the dismantling of the weapon.4 Clean 2-5 in a very hard mode for 15 minutes. Once
you're done, you now code Exotic, the code that turns Eva into the Mistress of Destruction!2: Eva: Code Exotic2.1 Mistress Destruction: The Code ExoticEve continues to follow the red-haired boy, but soon becomes a problem. Enemies only get tougher the further she travels, and she has almost reached her limit. Eva is not a combat unit, and her guided combat units, Moby and Remy, are also
approaching the threshold. Hidden code that has not yet been activated is deep in the structure of its programmed codes. The Exotic code was used to initiate a destructive combat type during an ancient war. However, the war was short-lived and remained incomplete. The risk of activation of the code is high, as the result is unknown. One day, Eva desperately needs power and activates the code. Mistress
Destruction arises.2.2 Extra basic attack While you get the job of advancing, you will also get additional attack sequences that will improve the game as well as expand the variety of combos. Note that these sequences are of course code Exotic exclusive. - Strike with Nasod gear then trigger the first spears in front and behind you, A terrific enemy, then send the enemies away with extra spears. , Eva
improved herself using an arsenal of Nasod weapons. Like Code Exotic, it gets access to new, explosive weapons, or turn pieces of scrap metal into weapons of destruction. Now you'll see a few skill names with (LOCKED) next to them. This means that you can't access the skill until you do certain quest skills. (40) Line 9: Hornet Sting - Fire a missile that tackles enemies and explodes at range. Decent
skill. It's not exactly awful, sometimes it's a useful 100 MP. It is, however, your choice to use this skill. It is not recommended to take, it is easy to replace in the future. Of course, it's a weapon, but it shoots down enemies, and no one likes to shoot down. Although, experienced can chain this skill to certain, certain, Combo. Skill Note: Special Nasod Big Bang - Increase damage and blast range by 20%. -
Received from the cash register only for dedicated Hornet Sting users. Use it wisely. PvE - 0/5 PvP - 0/5 or 5/5 Hybrid - 0/5 or 5/5 Metal Dust Aura (LOCKED) - Call damage fragments to protect you and hurt enemies on contact. This skill is usually preferable to Hornet Sting at the beginning of the Lv20s. It will deal with the initial punch, stunning the opponent (s) and makes it great to use in combos.
Fragments of dust will continue to swirl around you, visiting small pieces of damage to enemies nearby. In dungeons, it may not be noticeable, but it at least adds continuous damage, making it more practical than the Hornet Sting. The PvP, however, is said to add damage to your combo. Also, if an enemy with a very low HP escapes, there are snippets of hit them! All you have to do is get close to them,
no key th or X required. Skill Note: Fast and Powerful! - Deals x2.3 have more damage than the original, but the duration is reduced by 10 seconds. -Received from a cash register store for MDA lovers, you will be able to make this skill lean towards further for offensive reasons. The metal dust aura is not exactly a good destructive shield. Using the note, you will be able to inflict more damage on your
combos (which should last less than 15 seconds anyway). Lv5 - The maximum duration becomes 10 seconds, 460% of the initial damage, and 69% per scrap hit. PvE - 5/5 PvP - 5/5 Hybrid - 5/5 To unlock the metal dust aura, you have to do a Low Branch Skill quest available on Lv20. - quest 1: You have to buy a low quality scroll (It's possible to buy from Camilla/PvP Girl for 20K ED) Quest 2: Collect 2
claws from King Scorpio in 3-1 on very hard. quest 3: Collect 20 necklaces from any lizard in Bettma (It can be from 3-1 to 3-4. Recommend 3-3.) quest 4: Collect 30 necklaces from the Glitter Race in Faith. (The first three Feit cards are good). quest 5: Collect a scroll drop from the boss on the map 3-4 in Hard or Above (completely by accident) -(45) Line 10:Intermediate Magic Training - Increase the
magical power of attack constantly. Feel free to take this passive for reasons of investing in skills if you don't want a future blast of exposure skills or can't afford for his skills note. It is, however, recommended passive to have. PvE - 0/5 or 5/5 PvP - 0/5 or 5/5 Hybrid - 0/5 or 5/5 Aura Promotion - Reducing the cost of MP and increasing the duration of aura accelerator skills. At the same time, Code Nemesis
will be able to lean towards support. For those who have picked up amateurs, or even only one positive effect (which should be Aura Magic Accel.) it is a must have. This will help a lot in the future, especially when you get another passive one that gives a new effect to your aura accelerators. When Level 5, the cost of an MP becomes 50 MP. If you don't want to be supportive of Nemesis (not a good
choice), then you have the option of missing this passive. PvE - 5/5 PvP - 5/5 Hybrid - 5/5 (50) Line 11: Explosion Impact - Pull whip to hit enemies in the air, air, lashes a second time as they fall to stop them, leaving them open as the whip explodes and damages the enemies. Considered one of Eva PvE's best skills; This skill will deal a few hits for all mobs and big bosses, making it very useful to have
around. This may even be your skill boss, because some of your later skills may not be very good for boss monsters. With 23 explosive hits, this is one of the most devastating 200 MP skills if all explosions can strike. Recommended skill to have ... ... but only take this skill if you can get his skill note. Yes. Get $1.50 and spend it if you want this skill. Skill Note: Breaking In I - removes the start of the initial
impact and increases the damage to the skill by 10%. -Received from the cash shop The reason why the skill note is so good is because it removes the knock-up attack from the whip blows. Enemies in the air have the ability to get fewer hits because they are not very stable to hit in the air. And there is a chance that the whip may not strike a second time before they hit the ground due to the use of another
player's skills/awakening. Thus, with the note, enemies will remain on the ground will be able to get more hits. In addition, you're increasing the damage to the skill! PvE - 0/5 or 5/5 PvP - 0/5 or 5/5 Hybrid - 0/5 or 5/5 (5)5(55) Line 12: Magic Adrenaline - Dramatically increase the magic power of attack within 10 seconds. Premise: Mastered Intermediate Magic Training If you took intermediate magic training
at the beginning of lv20s, you can get this positive effect. It doesn't depend on the promotion of the aura, of course, but using this adrenaline will buff the power of your mighty blast exposure to craftsmanship in dungeons, or awesome future iron scraped into PvP, making you a deadly weapon. We recommend max, but do it at late 40s or 50s. If you're around in Lv28: Maxed Intermediate Magic Training, first
put 2 points into this skill. Skip the intermediate magic workout, go max it out at the end of the Lv40s or 50s and then return to that buff. If you decide to skip Mega Electronball (HIGHLY is not recommended) because you can't use it very well, then come max this skill. PvE: 0/5 PvP: 0/5 Hybrid: 0/5 Power Adrenaline - Dramatically increase the physical force of the attack within 10 seconds. Premise:
Mastered Iron Spirit There is no reason ... at all to take this positive effect. CEx/CN has no physical attack skills what it is anything to unleash. PvE - 0/3 PvP - 0/3 Hybrid - 0/3 Iron Spirit - Focus some magical attack power to also increase the physical strength of the attack. Very little reason to accept this. Almost all Code Exotic/Nemesis attacks are magical attacks. Of course you have your attack drones
with... but to have this passive not That's the one. Let it go. PvE - 0/5 PvP - 0/5 Hybrid - 0/5 Mega Electronball - Fire more electronball that explodes upon contact. While you don't code architecture/empress to enhance the effects of this skill, it's necessary to get used to and use often. This is one of Eva's most destructive active skills, hitting any dungeon crowd or PvP opponent with a great great Simply,
hold the button while you make some fancy combos or loops, add a MEB in between, and there you go. If you are having trouble using this skill, I recommend putting it on key C. If you really suck while using this skill... well, you have a choice not to take it, but you will regret being defeated by other Eva who use MEB very well. PvE - 3/3 PvP - 3/3 Hybrid - 3/3 (60) Line 13: Elegant Steps - Increased
Movement and Jump Speed Effects constantly. Doubtful passive to have. Some say it's not worth having a problem. Others will say that 5% really helps when you have 20% of the outlets in the first place. If your fingers can adjust to the speed of your Eva's movement, you can try this skill. But I only recommend taking it in the late Lv40s or 50s; You need your destructive skills first. PvE - 0/5 or 5/5 PvP - 0/5
or 5/5 Hybrid - 0/5 or 5/5 Iron Scraps (LOCKED) - Release a series of small metal stings in all directions, causing great damage. Can be used in the air. This is Code Exotic's scariest skill. Close to any enemy he inflicts extremely high damage. It is very flexible to use, being able to use in the air, so it is easy to land the skill close on the enemy. There has to be skill. Combine with Magic Accel/Adrenaline for
the best result. PvE - 5/5 PvP - 5/5 Hybrid - 5/5 To unlock iron scratches, You have to do an intermediate skill affiliate quest available on Lv30. - Quest 1: Buy intermediate quality scrolling (It costs 100K ED from Camilla/PVP Girl) quest 2: Collect 10 Black Crow Journals from Altera (4-1 highly recommended.) quest 3: Collect 1 drop, another drop and a collection of 50 chests from card 4-2. (It can take a lot
of runs to complete. Single drops have very low drop rates, so chances are you'll be grinding for a while.) quest 4: Collect 2 dark spirits from the boss on the third Feit map (3X-3), collect 4 trees from the boss on the fourth Feit map (3X-4). quest 5: Achieving a B rank or higher on the cards 4-1, 4-2 and 4-3 in difficulty or higher. (That means doing all 3.) - (65) Line 14: Throne of the queen - Create an
explosion around you that causes a backup sting over a period of time. Calling the explosion for minor damage. Oh, please don't worry about this skill... Oh, wait, what is it? The throne of the queen is what makes Code Exotic the mistress of destruction. By having cool spears on standby, they will fly with your regular Kew or X attack to greatly increase the damage you are doing. If you know how to loop
(see 4.1 Tips), then you'll do an easy, huge amount of damage in dungeons or PvP. Additional effects of the throne of the queen are: Increase the range of regular attacks. (although Endless horizontal glide. (in the air) Increased triangle size and puncture effect XXX combo. On the ground attacks will have one additional blow under the influence of the Throne of the queen. Queen. master.) Overall, if you
know how to make Loop and can use them very well, this is a recommended max. If you are a new player and are not actually used to combos, or want to be careful and use safer and still damaging skills, then see the junk break below. PvE: 0/5 or 5/5 PvP: 0/5 or 5/5 Hybrid: 0/5 or 5/5 Junk Break (LOCKED) - Call a giant split-drill that burrows into the enemy ahead, dealing a huge amount of damage. As
the explosion impacts, it will have direct re-damage. On normal dungeon monsters or stoic boss monsters, this skill will take care of them very easily. It is a safer skill to use than the throne of the queen and can take care of enemies faster than you could. PvP users will be taught that it may or may not help you, it depends if the opponent mana breaks so they can get behind you and combo you easily
because the added effect of Unwanted Break is that it leaves you tired for a few seconds after using it. In addition to the maximum, it is recommended for beginners. PvE - 0/5 or 5/5 PvP - 0/5 or 5/5 Hybrid - 0/5 or 5/5 You have to do a high skill affiliate quest, Available on Lv32. - quest 1: Buy a high quality scroll (It costs 140k ED from Camilla, aka PVP Girl) quest 2: Collect 50 emblems from enemies in 4-
3.quest 3: Collect 2 generators (red) and 2 generators (blue) from each boss in 4-4. If they respawn, they won't drop the items. You have to repeat the dungeon. quest 4: Collect 3 drops from 4-3 boss. Quest 5: Clear 4-4 in 8 minutes, clear 3x-4 in 8 minutes, and clear 3x-3 in 9 minutes. --It's all Code Exotic skills has access to. After reaching level 35, you can start your second promotion to become a mighty
code Nemesis.1.Speak with Lento in Feita.2. Defeat The Plant Overlords (Boss) 9 times by 3x-4 at any difficulty. Defeat Amethyst (Boss) 5 times in 3x-3 in a very tough mode.3. a. Gather 1 Soul Dark Magic Force from Wise Dutor (Mini Boss) in 3x-3. (Is on a secret upper path 3x-3 in very hard mode, or in 3x-6 mode in very hard mode) b. Collect 1 Unstable Soul from Proxy Forester (Mini Boss) in Faith
Dungeons. (Located in 3x-4 in hard mode or above, or in 3x-6 in hard mode or above, recommended 3x-4) c. Collect 1 Strong Soul from Factory Lords (Boss) in 3x-4 at any difficulty.4. Talk to Hannah, the blacksmith welder.5 Collect 3 Exquisite Dark Steel from Uno Hound (Boss) at 5-1 on any difficulty.-After the end of a long search, now you have become the Code Nemesis, Goddess of Justice!3: Code
Nemesis3.1 Goddess of Justice: Code NemesisBecoming Faster, Stronger, Battle Code Exotic began to develop. Eva fought many infected People and devils, but sought more power. The code needs to be changed to make it more efficient more ancient weapons Nasod. Calling a large arsenal of enchanted weapons, the Goddess of Justice will overwhelm all their opponents!3.2 Extra basic attackHes you
get promotion, you will also get an additional attack attack that will improve the game as well as expand the variety of combos. Note that these sequences are, of course, the Code Nemesis exclusive. XX - Throw out two electronballs and then stun the victim with a spear, and then continue to summon extra Nasod Spears to punch the enemy, ending with his strong final blow, which knocks the enemy up.3.3
Code Nemesis' Skills As the great Nemesis code, now you get an increased arsenal of weapons. With new weapons in hand along with the expansion of the manipulation of already owned Nasod weapons, you become the goddess of justice to wreak merciless havoc on those who deserve their destruction. You'll also still see another skill that (LOCKED). So yes, prepare for this skill quest. (70) Line 15
Improved Nasod Weapon - Regular attacks have a 4% chance of inflicting additional magical damage. It doesn't look like much, I mean, you have a very low chance of inflicting extra magical damage. But hey, it's not exactly useless at all. 4% will come and go, but it will at least prove useful when you deal with so many hits with your attacks (especially the cycle). Just max, it'll cost later. PvE - 3/3 PvP - 3/3
Hybrid - 3/3 Atomic Blaster - Step back and pull the blaster, shooting the enemy up into the air. Simple and powerful 100 MP skill, recommend max. It easily replaces Hornet Sting if you have, because the atomic blaster will have more damage and you can combo enemies after. He will take care of any enemy in any situation. The goal is to carefully deal with a maximum of 12 hits for maximum damage. PvE
- 5/5 PvP - 5/5 Hybrid - 5/5 (75) Line 16 Concentration Aura (LOCKED) - All aura boosters will now provide increased critical speed and damage to themselves and party members. Big passive, which makes Code Nemesis the best support role. At a maximum level of 5 you'll have a 7% increased critical chance and 5% additional critical damage, it doesn't look like much, but it really helps. This will last as
long as the accelerator aura that you have used. Recommended if you can save skills slots for your Aura Accelerator (s). If you don't have a B-Slot by now, or if you can't save space for your boosters, then that's fine, you may miss this passive. Please note that the effect does not add up. Thus, using Aura Magic and Aura Power together will not give a 14% critical increase in odds or 10% critical damage
increase, you get only 7% and 5%. PvE - 0/5 or 5/5 PvP - 0/5 or 5/5 Hybrid - 0/5 or 5/5 to unlock the concentration of aura, you have to do an Advanced Branch Skill quest, available on Lv40. - quest 1: Buy a high quality scroll (It's worth it ED by Camilla, a.k.a. PVP Girl) Quest 2: Collect 50 drops from any crowd in 4-6Quest 3: Collect 4 drops from Uno Hound (Boss) in 5-1 at any difficulty. quest 4: Collect 3
drops from Chloe (Boss) at 5-2 on a very tough quest 5: Clearly 5-1 on on Difficult in less than 6 minutes, clear 5-2 on very hard in less than 8 minutes, and clear 5-3 on very difficult in less than 8 minutes. - Spear Blast - Drive the sting down to the ground, piercing any enemy on the way and create a shock wave that damages them. Can only be used in the air. Super armor is available for the duration of the
skill. An active skill that leads Code Nemesis for combos purposes. It shoots down enemies, and if you can't catch enemies afterwards, it has little use in dungeons. You could, however, use its super armor effect. PvP-wise, you can chain this with a qgt'gt'x attack, so you'll have to deal with some spear blast damage. PvP users to learn how to use this skill wisely, it will prove to be a big cost to either combo
or get away situations. PvE - 0/5 or 5/5 PvP - 5/5 Hybrid - 0/5 or 5/5 (80) Line 17 Atomic Shield - Challenge Nasod nano-machines that generate aura around a symbol that reduces damage, allies inflicted and destroys projectiles. Another skill that provides the ability to support Code Nemesis. This will prevent a projectile type attack from hitting you if you are inside the shield, i.e. arrows, fireballs,
electronballs, etc. in PvP special active skills such as Rail Stinger or Magic Missile will not be blocked. It's not bad at all. In a situation where you will expect to take a lot of damage, the shield will reduce the damage you take. Has some application for dungeons, for example, to help in case the boss gets tricky with you, and does great for the PvP team. optional max. PvE - 0/5 or 5/5 PvP - 0/5 or 5/5 Hybrid -
0/5 or 5/5 5/5 elsword eve code sariel guide. elsword eve code esencia guide. elsword eve code nemesis guide
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